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Abstract
We study spin polarization induced by an applied bias in a bilayer quantum well system with interlayer spin–orbit coupling. The bias is
incorporated via the non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism, which allows us to handle a variety of system conﬁgurations. We shall
focus on the component of the spin density perpendicular to the bilayer and compare our results to those obtained for a single layer
system.
r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 72.25.Dc; 73.21.Fg; 71.70.Ej; 85.75.d
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1. Introduction
The ability to create and control spin polarization in
semiconductors may open up possibilities for novel device
applications. One of the most important means of
controlling spins in semiconductors is via the spin–orbit
interaction and in heterostructures, e.g., quantum wells,
the dominant spin–orbit mechanism is usually the Rashba
coupling. This allows the spin to be manipulated
via heterostructure engineering and gate voltages [1,2].
Recently, a new type of spin–orbit coupling in quantum
wells was proposed [3,4] which is non-zero even in
symmetric structures. The new spin–orbit mechanism
couples opposite spin states of the two lowest quantum
well levels. This coupling leads to interesting new
phenomena, e.g., cyclotron-like orbits in the absence of
magnetic ﬁeld and non-zero spin-Hall conductivities [3]. In
this work we consider a bilayer system consisting of two
tunnel coupled quantum wells. Bilayer systems can be
fabricated such that each layer can be individually
contacted [5], thus allowing many interesting transport
properties to be studied.
The energy of the two lowest states of the bilayer
conﬁning potential are denoted by e1 and e2. For a
symmetric conﬁning potential these would be the sym-
metric and antisymmetric states. Starting from a an 8 8
Kane Hamiltonian, the spin–orbit Hamiltonian in the
subspace of the two lowest bilayer states is
H ¼
1 þ _2k22m ia1k 0 iZk
ikþa1 1 þ _2k22m iZkþ 0
0 iZk 2 þ _2k22m ia2k
iZkþ 0 ia2kþ 2 þ _2k22m
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA
. (1)
The coefﬁcients a1; a2 are the standard Rashba coefﬁcients
but the bilayer system also contains the inter-state
coefﬁcients spin–orbit coupling Z. The details of the
derivation of Eq. (1) are given in Ref. [3]. In symmetric
structures a1; a2 ¼ 0 but Za0. In principle, the spin–orbit
couplings a1, a2 and Z can be engineered at growth and
further tuned by applying gate voltages [6].
We consider a ﬁnite bilayer system shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The left and right reservoirs are characterized by
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chemical potentials mL ¼ m and mR ¼ mþ eV . In the
absence of any spin–orbit coupling, the bilayer properties
are given by the coupling t and layer energies eu and el for
the upper and lower layer, respectively. These give the
bilayer eigenenergies e1;2 ¼ ðeu þ elÞ=2 D, where D ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðeu  elÞ2=4þ t2
q
. To calculate the spin density under
the bias voltage V , we calculate the non-equilibrium
Green’s functions by ﬁrst discretizing the system and
solving the resulting matrix equations using the recursive
Green’s function algorithm [7]. The discrete system is
characterized by the overlap matrix element t ¼ _2=2ma2,
where a is the lattice constant. As usually done, for
technical reasons, the spin–orbit coupling is assumed to
vanish in the leads and is adiabatically turned on in some
buffer layer. Each layer can be individually connected to
both left and right leads.
The contribution from the leads is contained in the self-
energy SrðEÞ ¼ SrRðEÞ þ SrLðEÞ, e.g., the retarded Green’s
function is GrSðEÞ ¼ ðEIHS  SrðEÞÞ1, where HS is the
discretized version of Eq. (1) in the scattering region,
including the buffer layer. The spin density is obtained
from the lesser Green’s function GoS ðEÞ ¼ GrSðEÞSoðEÞ
GaSðEÞ, where GaSðEÞ ¼ ðGrSðEÞÞy and SoðEÞ is the lesser
self-energy. At low temperatures kT5eV , m the thermal
average of the density operator sðrÞ is
hsðrÞi ¼ m

2p_2
eV
1
eV=t
Z ðmþeV Þ=t
mt
dE TrfsSð2tGoS ðEÞÞg, (2)
where sS is the discretized version of sðrÞ and m=2p_2 
r2D is the two-dimensional density of states, per spin. The
factor 2t appears when the discretized Green’s function is
transformed back to the continuous version: Goðri; rj;EÞ 
a2½GoS ðEÞi;j ¼ 2pðm=2p_2Þ½2tGoS ðEÞi;j . To ensure para-
bolic dispersion [8–10] of the energy spectrum the chemical
potential must satisfy m5t, and in the following calcula-
tions we choose m ¼ 0:4t.
2. Results
In the following calculations we assume an electron
density ns ¼ 0:2 1012 cm2 in each layer and a transverse
length Ly ¼ 400 nm. At a Fermi energy of m ¼ 0:4t,
this requires Ny ¼ 70 lattice points. We set the spin–orbit
energy Eso  mZ20=2_2 ¼ 0:02t, and bias eV ¼ 0:24t.
Assuming m ¼ 0023m0 (InAs) gives the value m  20meV
and Eso  0:5meV. For comparison, we calculate the spin
density in uncoupled quantum wells with Rashba coupling
a1 ¼ a2 ¼ Z0. Fig. 2 shows the z component of the spin-
density in the upper layer. It shows the usual spin-Hall
signatures of reversed spin polarization at opposite edges
[8–10]. In Fig. 3 the spin density hszðrÞi in the upper layer is
plotted in a symmetric structure, Z ¼ Z0. We choose bilayer
level splitting D ¼ 0:005t5m, so both states are occupied.
In both Figs. 2 and 3 there is no clear x dependence of
hszðrÞi , apart from the usual signatures of the turning on of
the spin–orbit coupling [10]. A convenient way to include
asymmetry in the structure is to parametrize the couplings
via a1 ¼ a2 ¼ Z0 cos y and Z ¼ Z0 sin y. This parametriza-
tion can in principle be achieved by heterostructure
engineering. As the asymmetry is increased pronounced x
dependence of hszðrÞi appears, see Fig. 4. This might reﬂect
an interplay of the inter and intra-state couplings, for
y ¼ 0:75p both couplings give a spin–orbit length
‘so ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
‘so;0 ¼ 0:62Ly, where ‘so;0  p_2=mZ0 ¼ 0:44Ly.
The lengthscale ‘so is indicated with an arrow in Fig. 4(b),
which coincides quite well with the observed oscillation
period. Away from y ¼ 0:75p, the oscillation becomes
more complicated and their dependence on the sample
parameters is currently being investigated. However, the
oscillatory behavior indicates that the bilayer setup offers
added possibilities for manipulating spin for semiconduc-
tors spintronics applications.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the bilayer setup. On the right (left) side both the
upper and lower layers are coupled to single reservoir with chemical
potential mR (mL). The coupling of the right (left) upper and lower leads in
controlled by tRu and tRl (tLu and tLl). Such tuning can be achieved using
top and back gates, shown here in black.
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Fig. 2. Grayscale plot of hszðrÞi (in units of r2DeV ) in the upper layer for
two uncoupled layers: m ¼ 0:4t, Eso ¼ 0:02t and eV ¼ 0:24t.
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Fig. 3. Grayscale plot of hszðrÞi (in units of r2DeV ) in the upper layer in a
symmetric structure with D ¼ 0:005t, y ¼ 0:5p : m ¼ 0:4t, Eso ¼ 0:02t and
eV ¼ 0:24t.
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Fig. 4. Grayscale plot of hszðrÞi (in units of r2DeV ) in the upper layer for
D ¼ 0:005t and different asymmetries: m ¼ 0:4t, Eso ¼ 0:02t and eV ¼ 0:24t.
(a) y ¼ 0:85p, (b) y ¼ 0:75p, and (c) y ¼ 0:65p. The arrow in (b) has length
‘so ¼ 0:62Ly.
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